
7 TIPS TO WRITE A PERFECT COVER LETTER 

 

 

 School, after the many hours of making screen prints and creating blog 

posts, and compiling many, many word documents you will finally be nearer to 

your goal. Whether you will be receiving an associate degree or a technical 

diploma after you put away your studies the ultimate task of securing a satisfying 

and fulfilling job in the IT field. This process doesn’t have to be a daunting task 

and can serve as another learning process. The start of your IT career begins with 

your resume and in turn your resume begins with an expertly crafted cover letter. 

Even though some employers will not read cover letters some employers use it to 

determine whether to even read your resume. To help you craft a perfect (or 

close to perfect) cover letter here are 7 tips to help you craft a perfect cover 

letter. 

 

1. Use Templates: Many productivity tools or more specifically word may 

have many templates that can be used to give your cover letter focus 

and direction. A well- organized cover letter looks more professional and 

can potentially impress any employer looking for someone with an eye 

for detail. The benefits of a well written cover letter cannot be 

overstated. 

2. Practice. Like with most skills writing skills improve the more you 

actively engage in using them. The time you put into crafting your cover 

letter will show the many different styles and ways of presenting the 

information in the most truthful and positive light. Refining your 

technique and style is one of the most effective tools to have in your 

job- hunting arsenal. 

3.  Research. Having extensive knowledge of the company your applying to 

and the position you are applying for can give you a tremendous 

advantage when writing a cover letter. Check company websites, try and 

find an employee to interview and basically do a ton of legwork this will 



give you a general idea of the “vibe” of the company learning the name 

of the recruiter or hiring agent of the company and address the letter to 

them directly. This would be enough to catch the eye of most employers 

and impress them with your effort you put into your cover letter. 

4.  Display your skills. Along with researching the company researching the 

position in order prominently display your skills can help you tailor your 

cover letter on an employer by employer basis. 

5. Be brief. Get to the point in your cover letter. Make a small introduction 

and greeting. State your interest and skills and your employment 

objective and thank them for considering your resume and a closing. 

Most employers do not want to read a novella before even getting to 

the details of your resume. 

6. Have a friend read your cover letter. Having a second or even third pair 

of eyes review your cover letter is always a good idea. Letting someone 

else review can let you see mistakes that you originally missed.  Beyond 

typographical errors someone else can also check for clarity and focus. 

7.  Be confident. Employers can pick up on your attitude and you’re your 

confidence. Use upright proper posture and believe in your purpose. Be 

open honest and most of all smile. 

 


